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A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme forExat Geometri ComputationsRésumé : Nous présentons une arhiteture générique pour e�etuer des aluls géométriquesexats et e�aes en utilisant une évaluation paresseuse. Les aluls géométriques exatssont ritiques pour la robustesse des algorithmes géométriques. Leur e�aité est égalementritique pour la plupart des appliations, d'où le besoin pour repousser les aluls exats leplus tard possible à l'exéution, jusqu'au point où ils sont absolument néessaires. Notreapprohe est générique et extensible dans le sens où il est possible d'en faire une bibliothèqueque les utilisateurs peuvent étendre à leur propres objets géométriques et primitives. Ellefait appel à des tehniques omme les adaptateurs génériques de fonteurs, le polymorphismedynamique, le omptage de référenes pour la gestion des graphes ayliques dirigés et lagestion d'exeptions pour signaler les as où les aluls exats sont requis. Elle s'appuieégalement sur le alul arithmétique multipréision et l'arithmétique d'intervalles. Nousappliquons notre approhe au noyau géométrique de CGAL en entier.Mots-lés : géométrie algorithmique, alul géométrique exat, robustesse numérique,arithmétique d'intervalles, évaluation paresseuse, programmation générique, C++, CGAL



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 31 IntrodutionNon-robustness issues due to numerial approximations are well known in geometri ompu-tations, espeially in the omputational geometry literature. The development of the Cgallibrary, a large olletion of geometri algorithms implemented in C++, expressed the needfor a generi and e�ient treatment of these problems.Typial solutions to solve these problems involve exat arithmeti omputations. How-ever, due to e�ieny issues, good implementations make use of arithmeti �ltering teh-niques to bene�t from the speed of erti�ed �oating-point approximations like interval arith-meti, hene alling the ostly multipreision routines rarely.One e�ient approah is to perform lazy exat omputations at the level of geometriobjets. It is mentioned in [13℄ and an implementation is desribed in [7℄. Unfortunately,this implementation does not use the generi programming paradigm, although the approahis general. This is exatly the novelty of this paper.In this paper, we devise a generi design to provide the most generally appliable methodsto a large number of geometri primitives. Our design makes it easy to apply to the ompletegeometry kernel of Cgal, and is extensible to the user's new geometri objets and geometriprimitives.Our design thus implements lazy evaluation of the exat geometri objets. The om-putation is delayed until a point where the approximation with interval arithmeti is notpreise enough to deide safely omparisons, whih may hopefully never be needed.Setion 2 desribes in more detail the ontext and motivation in geometri omputing,as well as the basis of a generi geometri kernel parameterized by the arithmeti, andwhat an be done at this level. Then, Setion 3 disusses our design in detail, namely howgeometri prediates, onstrutions and objets are adapted. Setion 4 illustrates how oursheme an be applied to the users's own geometri objets and primitives. We then providein Setion 5 some benhmarks that on�rm the bene�t of our design and implementation.Finally, we list a few open questions related to our design in Setion 6, and onlude withideas for future work.2 Exat geometri omputations and the CGAL kernel2.1 Exat Geometri ComputationsMany geometri algorithms suh as onvex hull omputations, Delaunay triangulations,mesh generators, are notoriously prone to robustness issues due to the approximate natureof �oating-point omputations. This is due to the dual nature of geometri algorithms: onone side numerial data is used, suh as oordinates of points, and on the other side disretestrutures are built, suh as the graph representing a mesh.The bridges between the numerial data and the Boolean deisions whih allow to build adisrete struture, are alled the geometri prediates. These are funtions taking geometriobjets suh as points as input and returning a Boolean or enumerated value. Internally,
RR n° 5966



4 Pion & Fabrithese funtions typially perform omparisons of numerial values omputed from the input.A lassial example is the orientation prediate of three points in the plane, whih returns ifthe three points are doing a left turn, a right turn, or if they are ollinear (see Figure 1). UsingCartesian oordinates for the points, the orientation is the sign (as a three-valued funtion:-1, 0, 1) of the following 3-dimensional determinant whih redues to a 2-dimensional one:
1 1 1

p.x() q.x() r.x()
p.y() q.y() r.y()

=
q.x() − p.x() r.x() − p.x()
q.y() − p.y() r.y() − p.y()

Figure 1: The orientation prediates of 3 points in the plane.Many prediates are built on top of signs of polynomial expressions over the oordinatesof the input points. Evaluating suh a funtion with �oating-point arithmeti is going tointrodue roundo� errors, whih an have for onsequene that the sign of the approximatevalue di�ers from the sign of the exat value. The impat of wrong signs on the geometrialgorithms whih all the prediates an be disastrous, as for example it an break someinvariants like planarity of a graph, or make the algorithm loop. Didati examples ofonsequenes an be found in [12℄ as well as in the omputational geometry literature.Operations building new geometri objets, like the point at the intersetion of twolines, the irumenter of three non-ollinear points, or the midpoint of two points, arealled geometri onstrutions. We will use the term geometri primitives when refering toeither prediates or onstrutions.In order to takle these non-robustness issues, many solutions have been proposed. Wefous here on the exat geometri omputation paradigm [16℄, as it is a general solution.This paradigm states that, in order to ensure the orret exeution of the algorithms, it isenough that all deisions based on prediates are taken orretly. Conretely, this meansthat all omparisons of numerial values need to be performed exatly.A natural way to perform the exat evaluation of prediates is to evaluate the numerialexpressions using exat arithmeti. For example, sine most omputations are signs ofINRIA



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 5polynomials, it is enough to use multipreision rational arithmeti whih is provided bylibraries suh as Gmp [8℄. Note that exat arithmeti is also available for all algebraiomputations using libraries suh as Core [10℄ or Leda [5℄, whih is useful when doinggeometry over urved objets. This solution works well, but it tends to be very slow.2.2 The Geometry Kernel of CGALCgal [1℄ is a large olletion of omputational geometry algorithms. These algorithms areparameterized by the geometry they apply to. The geometry takes the form of a kernel [9, 4℄regrouping the types of the geometri objets suh as points, segments, lines, ... as well asthe basi primitives operating on them, in the form of funtors. The Cgal kernel providesover 100 prediates and 150 onstrutions, hene uniformity and generiity is ruial whentreating them, from a maintenane point of view.Cgal provides several models of kernels. The basi families are the template lassesCartesian and Homogeneous whih are parameterized by the type representing the oordi-nates of the points. They respetively use Cartesian and homogeneous representations ofthe oordinates, and their implementation looks as follows:template < lass NT >strut Cartesian {// Geometri objetstypedef ... Point_2;typedef ... Point_3;typedef ... Segment_2;...// Funtors for prediatestypedef ... Compare_x_2;typedef ... Orientation_2;...// Funtors for onstrutionstypedef ... Construt_midpoint_2;typedef ... Construt_irumenter_2;...};These simple template models already allow to use double arithmeti or multipreisionrational arithmeti for example. Cgal therefore provides a hierarhy of onepts for thenumber types, whih desribe the requirements for types to be pluggable into these kernels,suh as addition, multipliation, omparisons... The funtors are implemented in the follow-ing way (here the return type of the prediate is a three-valued enumerated type, moreoversome typename keywords are removed for larity):template < lass Kernel >lass Orientation_2 {RR n° 5966



6 Pion & Fabritypedef Kernel::Point_2 Point;typedef Kernel::FT FT;publi:typedef CGAL::Orientation result_type;result_typeoperator()(Point p, Point q, Point r) onst{ FT det = (q.x() - p.x()) * (r.y() - p.y())- (r.x() - p.x()) * (q.y() - p.y());if (det > 0) return POSITIVE;if (det < 0) return NEGATIVE;return ZERO;}};template < lass Kernel >lass Construt_midpoint_2 {typedef Kernel::Point_2 Point;publi:typedef Point result_type;result_typeoperator()(Point p, Point q) onst{ return Point( (p.x() + q.x()) / 2,(p.y() + q.y()) / 2 );}};As muh as onversions between number types are useful, Cgal also provides tools to on-vert geometri objets between di�erent kernels. We shortly present these here as they willbe refered to in the sequel. A kernel onverter is a funtor whose funtion operator is over-loaded for eah objet of the soure kernel and whih returns the orresponding objet ofthe target kernel. Suh onversions may depend on the details of representation of the geo-metri objets, suh as homogeneous versus Cartesian representation. Cgal provides suhonverters parameterized by onverters between number types, for example the onverterbetween kernels of the Cartesian family:template < lass K1, lass K2, lass NT_onv =Default_onv<K1::FT, K2::FT> >strut Cartesian_onverter {NT_onv v;
INRIA



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 7K2::Point_2operator()(K1::Point_2 p) onst{ return K2::Point_2( v(p.x()), v(p.y()) );}...};Related to this, Cgal also provides a way to �nd out the type of a geometri objet (say,a 3D segment) in a given kernel, given its type in another kernel and this seond kernel.This is in pratie the return type of the funtion operator of the kernel onverter desribedabove.template < lass O1, lass K1, lass K2 >strut Type_mapper {typedef ... type;};The urrent implementation works by speializing on all known kernel objet types likeK1::Point_2, K1::Segment_3. A more extensible approah ould be sought, although thisis not the main point of this paper.2.3 A Generi Lazy Exat Number TypeIn order to speed up the exat evaluation of prediates, people have observed that, given thatthe �oating-point evaluation gives the right answer in most ases, it should be enough to adda way to detet the ases where it an hange the sign, and rely on the ostly multipreisionarithmeti only in those ases. These tehniques are usually refered to as arithmeti �ltering.There are many variants of arithmeti �lters, but we are going to fous on one whihapplies niely in a generi ontext, and is based on interval arithmeti [3℄, a well known toolto ontrol roundo� errors in �oating-point omputations. The idea is that we implementa new number type whih forwards its operations to an interval arithmeti type, and alsoremembers the way it was onstruted by storing the history of operations in a diretedayli graph (Dag) [2℄. Figure 2 illustrates the history Dag of the expression √

x +
√

y −
√

x + y + 2
√

xy.When a omparison is performed on this number type and the intervals overlap, thenthe Dag is used to reompute the values with an exat multipreision type, hene givingthe exat result. Cgal provides suh a lazy number type alled Lazy_exat_nt<NT> pa-rameterized by the exat type used to perform the exat omputations when needed (suhas a rational number type). Somehow, this an be seen as a wrapper on top of its templateparameter, whih delays the omputations until they are needed, as hopefully they won't beneeded at all.This solution works very well. It an however be further improved in terms of e�ieny.Indeed we note that there are several overheads whih an be optimized. First, a node of theRR n° 5966



8 Pion & Fabri

Figure 2: Example Dag: √x +
√

y −

√

x + y + 2
√

xy.Dag is reated for eah arithmeti operation, so it would be nie to be able to regroup themin order to diminish the number of memory alloations as well as the memory footprint.Seond, rounding mode hanges for interval arithmeti omputations are made for eaharithmeti operation, so again, it would be nie to be able to regroup them to optimize awaythese mode hanges.These remark have lead to a new sheme mentioned in [13℄, and the desription ofan implementation has also been proposed in [7℄. The idea is to introdue a Dag at thegeometri level, by onsidering geometri primitives for the nodes. The next setion desribessuh an optimized setup. Our design di�ers from the one in [7℄ in that we followed the generiprogramming paradigm and extensive use of templates to make it as easily extensible aspossible.3 Design of the Lazy Exat Computation FrameworkThe previously desribed design of lazy omputation is based only on generiity over thenumber type. In this setion, we make use of the generiity at the higher level of geometriprimitives, in order to provide a more e�ient solution. We �rst desribe how to �lter the
INRIA



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 9prediates. Then we extend the previous idea of Lazy_exat_nt to geometri objets andonstrutions.3.1 Filtered PrediatesPerforming a �ltered prediate means �rst evaluating the prediate with interval arithmeti.If it fails, the prediate is evaluated again, this time with an exat number type. As allprediates of a Cgal kernel are funtors we an use the following adaptor:template <lass EP, lass AP, lass C2E, lass C2A>lass Filtered_prediate{ typedef AP Approximate_prediate;typedef EP Exat_prediate;typedef C2E To_exat_onverter;typedef C2A To_approximate_onverter;EP ep;AP ap;C2E 2e;C2A 2a;publi:typedef EP::result_type result_type;template <lass A1, lass A2>result_typeoperator()(onst A1 &a1, onst A2 &a2) onst{ try {Protet_FPU_rounding P(FE_TOINFTY);return ap(2a(a1), 2a(a2));} ath (Interval_nt_advaned::unsafe_omparison) {Protet_FPU_rounding P(FE_TONEAREST);return ep(2e(a1), 2e(a2));}}};Funtion operators with any arity should be provided. This is urrently done by handup till a �xed arity, and will be replaed when variadi templates beome available in C++.Note that Protet_FPU_rounding hanges the urrent rounding mode of the FPU tothe one spei�ed as argument to the onstrutor, and saves the old one in the objet. Itsdestrutor restores the saved mode, whih happens at the return of the funtion or when anexeption is thrown.The lass Filtered_kernel is hene obtained from a kernel K by adapting all prediatesof K. This is urrently done with the preproessor. The geometri objets as well as theonstrutions remain unhanged.template < lass K >strut Filtered_kernel {// The various kernelstypedef Cartesian<double> CK;RR n° 5966



10 Pion & Fabritypedef Cartesian<Interval_nt> AK;typedef Cartesian<Gmpq> EK;// Kernel onverterstypedef Cartesian_onverter<CK, AK> C2A;typedef Cartesian_onverter<CK, EK> C2E;// Geometri objetstypedef CK::Point_2 Point_2;...// Funtors for prediatestypedef Filtered_prediate<AK::Compare_x_2,EK::Compare_x_2,C2E, C2A> Compare_x_2;...};3.2 Lazy Exat ObjetsPerforming lazy exat onstrutions means performing onstrutions with interval approxi-mations, and storing the sequene of onstrution steps. When later a prediate applied tothese approximations annot return a result that is guaranteed to be orret, the sequene ofonstrution steps is performed again, this time with an exat arithmeti. Now the prediatean be evaluated orretly.The sequene of onstrution steps is stored in a Dag. Eah node of the Dag stores(i) an approximation, (ii) the exat version of the funtion that was used to ompute theapproximation, (iii) and the lazy objets that were arguments to the funtion. So theoutdegree of a node is the arity of the funtion.

Figure 3: The Dag represents the midpoint of an intersetion point and the vertial pro-jetion of a point on a line. Testing whether a, m, and b are ollinear has a good hane totrigger an exat onstrution.
INRIA



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 11The example illustrates that lazy objets an be of the same type, without being theresult of the same sequene of onstrutions. a, m, and b are all point-ish. Therefore wehave a templated handle lass, with a pointer to a node of the Dag. In our example, onlythe latter are of di�erent types.

Figure 4: The lass hierarhy for the nodes of the Dag.We will now explain some of the lasses in Figure 4 in more detail.Lazy_exat is the handle lass. It also does referene ounting with a design similarto the one desribed in [11℄. It has Lazy_exat_nt as sublass, whih provides arithmetioperations. Note that this framework handles arithmeti and geometri objets in a uni�edway. For example a distane bewteen geometri objets yields a lazy exat number, and alazy exat number an beome the oordinate of a point.The lass Constrution is an abstrat base lass. It stores the approximation, and holdsa pointer to the exat value. Initially, this pointer is set to NULL, and it is the virtual memberfuntion update_exat whih later may ompute the exat value and then ahe it.The sublass Constrution_2 is used for binary funtions. Similar lasses exist for theother arities. These lasses store the arguments and the exat version of the funtion. Thearguments may be of arbitrary types. In the ase of lazy exat geometri objets or lazyexat numbers the arguments are handles as desribed before.template <lass AC, lass EC, lass LK, lass A1, lass A2>lass Constrution_2: publi Constrution<AC::result_type, EC::result_type, E2A>, private EC{ typedef AC Approximate_onstrution;typedef EC Exat_onstrution;typedef LK::C2E To_exat_onverter;typedef LK::C2A To_approximate_onverter;typedef LK::E2A Exat_to_approximate_onverter;typedef AC::result_type AT;RR n° 5966



12 Pion & Fabritypedef EC::result_type ET;A1 m_a1;A2 m_a2;onst EC& e() onst { return *this; }publi:voidupdate_exat(){ this->et = new ET(e()(C2E()(m_a1), C2E()(m_a2)));this->at = E2A()(*(this->et));// Prune lazy dagm_a1 = A1();m_a2 = A2();}Constrution_2(onst AC& a, onst EC& e,onst A1& a1, onst A2& a2): Constrution<AT,ET,E2A>(a(C2A()(a1), C2A()(a2)),m_a1(a1), m_a2(a2){}};The onstrutor stores the two arguments. It then takes their approximations and allsthe approximate version of the funtor.In ase the exat version of the onstrution is needed, this gets omputed in theupdate_exat method. It fethes the exat versions of the arguments, whih in turn maytrigger their exat omputation if they are not already omputed and ahed. From the ex-at lazy objet one omputes again the approximate objet, as the objet omputed with theapproximate version of the funtor has a good hane to have aumulated more numerialerror.Finally, the Dag is pruned. As the nodes of the Dag are referene ounted, some of themmay get dealloated by the pruning. Most often A1 and A2 will be lazy exat objets. Forperformane reasons their default onstrutors generates a handle to a shared stati node ofthe Dag.Also, we use private derivation of the exat onstrution EC, instead of storing it as datamember, in order to bene�t from the empty base lass optimization.The other derived lasses store the leaves of the Dag. There is a general purpose leaflass, and more speialized ones, for example for reating a lazy exat number from an int.They are there for performane reasons.3.3 The Funtor AdaptorSo far we have only explained how lazy onstrutions are stored, but not how new nodes ofthe Dag are generated.The following funtor adaptor is applied to all the onstrutions we want to make lazy.It has funtion operators for other arities.template <lass LK, lass AC, lass EC> INRIA



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 13lass Construt{ typedef LK Lazy_kernel;typedef AC Approximate_onstrution;typedef EC Exat_onstrution;typedef LK::AK AK;typedef LK::EK EK;typedef EK::FT EFT;typedef LK::E2A E2A;typedef LK::C2E C2E;typedef AC::result_type AT;typedef EC::result_type ET;typedef Lazy_exat<AT, ET, E2A> Handle;AC a;EC e;publi:typedef Type_mapper<AT,AK,LK>::type result_type;template <lass A1, lass A2>result_typeoperator()(onst A1& a1, onst A2& a2) onst{ try {Protet_FPU_rounding P(FE_TOINFTY);return Handle(new Constrution_2<AC, EC, LK, A1, A2>(a, e, a1, a2));} ath (Interval_nt_advaned::unsafe_omparison) {Protet_FPU_rounding P(FE_TONEAREST);return Handle(new Constrution_0<AT,ET,LK>(e(C2E()(a1), C2E()(a2))));}}};The funtor �rst tries to onstrut a new node of the Dag. If inside the approximateversion of the onstrution an exeption is thrown, we perform the exat version of theonstrution, and only reate a leaf node for the Dag.3.4 Speial-Case HandlingThe generi funtor adaptor works out of the box for all funtors that return lazy exatgeometri objets or a lazy exat number.Funtors returning objets whih are not made lazy are an easy to handle exeption.An example in Cgal is the funtor that omputes the bounding box with double oordi-nates. As the intervals of the oordinates of the approximate geometri objet are already1-dimensional bounding boxes we never have to reur to the exat geometri objet. Thefuntor adaptor is trivial.Some funtors of Cgal kernels return a polymorphi objet. For example, the interse-tion of two segments may be empty, or a point, or a segment. In order not to have a baselass for all geometri lasses, Cgal o�ers a lass Objet1 whih is apable of storing typed1The Objet lass is omparable to boost::any.
RR n° 5966



14 Pion & Fabriobjets. The problem we have to solve is that the lazy exat funtor must not return a lazyexat Objet, but instead must return an Objet holding a lazy geometri objet. This issolved by looping over all Cgal kernel types, to try to ast, and if it works to onstrut thelazy geometri objet and put it in an Objet again.Less trivial ases are funtors whih pass results of a omputation bak to refereneparameters, or whih write into output iterators. They need a speial funtor as well asspeial Constrution lasses. It is not hard to write them, but the problem is that theymust be dispathed by hand, as we have no means of introspetion. One solution would beto introdue funtor ategories.3.5 The Lazy Exat KernelWe are ready to put all piees together, by de�ning a new kernel whih has an approximateand an exat kernel as template parameters.template < lass AK, lass EK >strut Lazy_kernel {// Kernel onverterstypedef Lazy_kernel<AK, EK> LK;typedef Approx_onverter<LK, AK> C2A;typedef Exat_onverter<LK, EK> C2E;typedef Cartesian_onverter<EK, AK> E2A;// Geometri objetstypedef Lazy_exat<AK::Point_2, EK::Point_2> Point_2;typedef Lazy_exat<AK::Segment_2, EK::Segment_2> Segment_2;// Funtors for prediatestypedef Filtered_prediate<EK::Compare_x_2, AK::Compare_x_2,C2E, C2A> Compare_x_2;...// Funtors for onstrutionstypedef Lazy_onstrut<LK, AK::Construt_midpoint_2,EK::Construt_midpoint_2>Construt_midpoint_2;...typedef Lazy_Construt_returning_objet<LK, AK::Intersetion_2,EK::Intersetion_2>Intersetion_2;};In the urrent implementation we use the preproessor to generate the typedefs from a listof types, and we use the BoostMpl library for dispathing the speial ases. Approx_onvertersimply fethes the stored approximate objet. Similarly Exat_onverter fethes the exatapproximate objet, possibly triggering its omputation.4 ExtensibilityWe have to distinguish between di�erent levels of extensibility. INRIA



A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 15When Cgal kernels get extended by geometri objets and onstrutions this needshanges in the lazy onstrution framework if the new onstrutions have �new� interfaes,e.g., two output iterators, followed by two referene parameters to return a result. Thiswould need a new node type for the Dag, a new funtor, and hard wired dispathing in thelazy kernel. Otherwise there is nothing to do.When the Cgal user wants to extend the lazy kernel with his own geometri objets andonstrutions he �rst has to add them to the kernel that gets lazi�ed, as desribed in [9℄.Then, what we stated in the previous paragraph applies.The Curved_kernel and the Lazy_urved_kernel of Cgal whih provide primitives onirles and irular ars [14, 6℄, are examples for both.5 BenhmarksWe now run a simple benhmark that illustrates the bene�t of our tehniques. We omparethe running time and memory onsumption of various kernel hoies with the followingalgorithm:� generate 2000 pairs of 2D points with random oordinates (using drand48()).� onstrut 2000 segments out of these points.� interset all pairs of segments among these, and store the resulting intersetion points.� shu�e the resulting points� iterate over onseutive triplets of these points, and ompute the orientation predi-ate of these.Figure 5 provides the resulting data for a hoie of four di�erent kernels:� SC<Gmpq> stands for the simple Cartesian representation kernel parameterized withGmpq, whih is a C++ wrapper around the multipreision rational number type pro-vided by Gmp,� SC<Lazy_exat_nt<Gmpq>> uses the lazy exat evaluation mehanism at the arith-meti level,� Lazy_kernel<SC<Gmpq>> is our approah for performing lazy exat evaluations atthe geometri objet level,� �nally, SC<double> is the simple Cartesian representation kernel parameterized withdouble. It is given for referene as it is not robust in all ases. It shows what theoptimal performane ould be.
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16 Pion & FabriKernel time time memg++ 3.4 g++ 4.1SC<Gmpq> 71 70 70SC<Lazy_exat_nt<Gmpq>> 9.4 7.4 501Lazy_kernel<SC<Gmpq>> 4.1 2.8 64SC<double> 0.98 0.72 8.3Figure 5: Benhmarks omparing di�erent kernels.Benhmarks have been performed using the GNU g++ ompiler versions 3.4 and 4.1 underLinux, with the -O2 optimization option. The memory onsumption is the same for thesetwo ompiler versions, however timings di�er signi�antly. Timings are given in seonds andmemory in megabytes.The results show that our approah wins almost a fator of 10 on memory over the basilazy evaluation sheme. It is also between 2 and 3 times faster. However, it remains 4 timesslower than the approximate �oating-point evaluation, but of ourse it is guaranteed for allases.Note that the algorithm we hose uses random data, hene it does not produe many�lter failures, so almost not exat evaluation is performed. Another thing worth notiing isthat it uses relatively simple 2D primitives. More omplex primitives, espeially in higherdimensions, should show more bene�ts to the method. Finally, real-world geometri ap-pliations tend to produe more ombinatorial output, hene the relative runtime ost ofprimitives is smaller, so the slow down fator is lower in those ases.6 Open Design QuestionsHere is a list of open questions related to our framework.The �rst question onerns the regrouping of expressions. Our framework asks the userto pass it funtors speifying the level at whih the regrouping of expressions is made. InCgal this is not a problem sine the primary interfae of the kernel towards the geometrialgorithms is a list of funtors. However it has the drawbak of not being automati. We anthink of approahes based on expression templates [15℄ whih would automatially detetsequenes of operations and regroup them. Unfortunately, expression templates are limitedto single statement expressions and they tend to slow down ompilation times onsiderably.Could there be a way to extend the automati regrouping to more than single statements?Maybe the auto keyword reently proposed for addition to the C++ language will allowto propagate this through several statements? Or maybe the Axiom feature part of theproposal for onepts in C++ ould be used to speify this kind of transformation.Another question is if similarly delayed omputations are used in other areas, and if yes,then is it possible to �nd out a ommon design, more general than the one we propose.
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A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 177 Conlusion and future workWe have presented in this paper a generi framework whih implements lazy exat geometriomputations, motivated by the needs for robustness and e�ieny of geometri algorithms.This framework allows to delay the ostly exat evaluation using multipreision arithmetiwhen the faster interval arithmeti su�es.The proposed design is easily extensible to new geometri primitives � prediates andonstrutions �, as well as new geometri objets. It is based on a template family forrepresenting lazy objets, as well as generi funtor adaptors whih produe them.Future work in this area will onsist of various added speial-ase optimizations as wellas generalizations. It is for example possible to re�ne the �ltering sheme by growing thepreision little by little instead of swithing diretly to full multipreision omputation inase of insu�ieny of preision of the intervals. We also would like to study possibilitiesof merging the Filtered_prediate and Lazy_onstrut funtor adaptors. Possible op-timizations for spei� ases also an be done, using faster shems than interval arithmeti(so-alled stati �lters). Moreover, the urrent way of providing a full kernel is by a list oftypes for the objets and funtors, whih is provided through the use of the preproessor,we will therefore try to provide a better design on this partiular point.Finally, we plan to make our implementation part of a future release of Cgal, whoseentire geometry kernel already bene�ts from it.8 AknowledgmentsThis work was supported by the European Union's information tehnologies programmeEsprit, Projet IST-006413 - ACS, Algorithms for Complex Shapes.Referenes[1℄ CGAL User and Referene Manual, 3.2 edition, 2006.[2℄ M. Benouamer, P. Jaillon, D. Mihelui, and J.-M. Moreau. A lazy solution to impre-ision in omputational geometry. In Pro. 5th Canad. Conf. Comput. Geom., pages73�78, 1993.[3℄ H. Brönnimann, C. Burnikel, and S. Pion. Interval arithmeti yields e�ient dynami�lters for omputational geometry. Disrete Applied Mathematis, 109:25�47, 2001.[4℄ H. Brönnimann, A. Fabri, G.-J. Giezeman, S. Hert, M. Ho�mann, L. Kettner, S. Shirra,and S. Pion. 2D and 3D kernel. In C. E. Board, editor, CGAL User and RefereneManual. 3.2 edition, 2006.[5℄ C. Burnikel, K. Mehlhorn, and S. Shirra. The LEDA lass real number. Tehni-al Report MPI-I-96-1-001, Max-Plank Institut Inform., Saarbrüken, Germany, Jan.1996.RR n° 5966



18 Pion & Fabri[6℄ I. Z. Emiris, A. Kakargias, S. Pion, M. Teillaud, and E. P. Tsigaridas. Towards an openurved kernel. In Pro. 20th Annu. ACM Sympos. Comput. Geom., pages 438�446,2004.[7℄ S. Funke and K. Mehlhorn. Look � a lazy objet-oriented kernel for geometri ompu-tation. Computational Geometry - Theory and Appliations (CGTA), 22:99�118, 2002.[8℄ T. Granlund. GMP, the GNU multiple preision arithmeti library. http://www.swox.om/gmp/.[9℄ S. Hert, M. Ho�mann, L. Kettner, S. Pion, and M. Seel. An adaptable and extensiblegeometry kernel. In Pro. Workshop on Algorithm Engineering, volume 2141 of LetureNotes Comput. Si., pages 79�90. Springer-Verlag, 2001.[10℄ V. Karamheti, C. Li, I. Pehthanski, and C. Yap. The CORE Library Projet, 1.2edition, 1999. http://www.s.nyu.edu/exat/ore/.[11℄ L. Kettner. Referene ounting in library design � optionally and with union-�ndoptimization. In Workshop on Library Centri Software Design, otober 2005.[12℄ L. Kettner, K. Mehlhorn, S. Pion, S. Shirra, and C. Yap. Classroom examples ofrobustness problems in geometri omputations. In Pro. 12th European Symposiumon Algorithms, volume 3221 of Leture Notes Comput. Si., pages 702�713. Springer-Verlag, 2004.[13℄ S. Pion. De la géométrie algorithmique au alul géométrique. Thèse de dotorat ensienes, Université de Nie-Sophia Antipolis, Frane, 1999. TU-0619.[14℄ S. Pion and M. Teillaud. 2D irular kernel. In C. E. Board, editor, CGAL User andReferene Manual. 3.2 edition, 2006.[15℄ T. L. Veldhuizen. Expression templates. C++ Report, 7(5):26�31, June 1995. Reprintedin C++ Gems, ed. Stanley Lippman.[16℄ C. Yap. Towards exat geometri omputation. Comput. Geom. Theory Appl., 7(1):3�23, 1997.
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A Generi Lazy Evaluation Sheme for Exat Geometri Computations 19A Benhmark ode#inlude <CGAL/Simple_artesian.h>#inlude <CGAL/Lazy_kernel.h>#inlude <CGAL/Gmpq.h>#inlude <CGAL/Lazy_exat_nt.h>#inlude <CGAL/intersetions.h>#inlude <CGAL/Timer.h>#inlude <CGAL/Memory_sizer.h>using namespae CGAL;// Choosing a kernel://typedef Simple_artesian<Gmpq> K;//typedef Simple_artesian<Lazy_exat_nt<Gmpq> > K;//typedef Lazy_kernel<Simple_artesian<Gmpq> > K;typedef Simple_artesian<double> K;typedef K::Point_2 Point;typedef K::Segment_2 Segment;Point random_point() { return Point(drand48(), drand48()); }Segment random_segment() { return Segment(random_point(), random_point()); }int main() {int loops = 2000, init_mem = Memory_sizer().virtual_size();Timer t; t.start();std::out << "Generating initial random segments: " << loops << std::endl;std::vetor<Segment> segments;for (int i = 0; i < loops; ++i)segments.push_bak(random_segment());std::out << "Counting intersetions [brute fore algorithm℄: " << std::flush;std::vetor<Point> points;for (int i = 0; i < loops-1; ++i)for (int j = i+1; j < loops; ++j) {Objet obj = intersetion(segments[i℄, segments[j℄);if (onst Point* pt = objet_ast<Point>(&obj))points.push_bak(*pt);}std::out << points.size() << std::endl;// we shuffle the points, as onseutive points have good hane to ome// from the same segments, hene filter failures in orientation() later...std::random_shuffle(points.begin(), points.end());std::out << "Performing orientation tests" << std::endl;int negative_ort = 0, positive_ort = 0, ollinear_ort = 0;for (int i=0; i < points.size()-2; ++i) {Orientation o = orientation(points[i℄, points[i+1℄, points[i+2℄);if (o < 0) ++negative_ort;else if (o > 0) ++positive_ort;else ++ollinear_ort;}std::out << "orientation results : (-) = " << negative_ort<< " (+) = " << positive_ort<< " (0) = " << ollinear_ort << std::endl;t.stop();std::out << "Total time = " << t.time() << std::endl;std::out << "Total memory = " << ((Memory_sizer().virtual_size() - init_mem) >>10)<< " KB" << std::endl;}
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